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(Channeling begins) 
 

 
 
Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek. 
 
Alright. We have Spring and some very significant things coming up in a rather tight space this 
week. We have of course March 20 Spring Equinox, International Astrology Day, Sun entering Aries 
which is the start of this astrological year.  
 
We have quite a few things going on astrologically which are commented on in the Forecast.  
Palm Sunday falls in there. Then we have Passover beginning and the Full Moon of the Christ. Then 
we go into Good Friday Easter.  
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So there’s a lot of culmination of energies. So the Spring energy is very much spring forward, leap 
forward to a new reality.  
 
And then I want to talk a little bit about the Full Moon of the Christ on March 27 because it starts 
the first of three sacred Full Moons. The Christed Moon is always closer towards Easter. It is not a 
religious moon per say, it is really about the Christed light that is prevalent in all of Creation. So a 
white light basically.  
 
The Christed consciousness is also very simply explained as the full potential of Humanity. Again it 
does not require a religious path to get there. It is about evolution itself. So for example, if you’re 
Buddhist, it would be the light of Buddha. If you’re a Hindu it would be that light. If you’re Muslim, 
that light. It doesn’t really matter. Or a very primal tribal, just the light of Creation.  
 
So it has to do primarily with white light. This particular Full Moon of the Christ also ushers in what 
we call the Cosmic Christed. So the local Christed energy is a white color, and the cosmic Christed 
is a golden color. When the two blend together they make a very nice transformational energy and 
a very strong healing power and if you want to, if you’re ready, just go to the gold color and work 
with anchoring the Cosmic Christed energy through your body and into this physical existence.  
 
That would be the most powerful way to use that energy and it will spring you forward on the path 
of spiritual growth.  
 
As always, thank you and my love to you. 
 
 
Djwhal Khul 
 
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon 
www.TerriNewlon.com  
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